delivering solutions throughout the UK

we are a family run
business, with big
company values
and no inherent
red tape...
people who care about your business...

Other companies we have dealt with in the past, don’t seem to appreciate that every site is
different and we don’t all conform to a specific tick box...
Area Manager, Quarrying

About us
Stevens Equipment Rental, previously known as
Peter Stevens Dumptruck Hire Ltd, has developed an
impressive record over the last forty years in the construction
rental industry. Today, we still maintain the same excellent
reputation for great service and product knowledge.
In 2008 the company expanded its operations and in addition
to renting out Volvo articulated dumptrucks its attention
focused on ‘long-term’ self-drive contracts, with particular
focus on wheeled loading shovels.
We now manage over 100 machines split roughly between
40% dumptrucks, 50% shovels and 10% material
handlers/excavators/dozers. Given the diversification of
machines, the company decided to drop 'Dumptruck' from
the name and rebrand as Stevens Equipment Rental Limited.
SER remains a family owned and managed business
which strives to deliver excellent service and value-for-money.
The company ethos and reputation continues today
and every effort is made to go beyond the customer's
expectations.
Operating Equipment around the UK and Abroad
Our machines operate in a diverse range of environments
from woodchip or coal re-handling in Scotland to salt mining
and distribution in the North of England; from log handling in
Wales to sand quarrying in Cambridgeshire - the nature
and location of our work is vast.

The SER team have developed a wealth of operational
experience, which is essential in specifying the right
equipment for each environment. The fleet is serviced by
our dedicated in-house service engineers who are
supported by the manufacturers field service teams to
offer an unrivalled level of support.
In addition to providing a nationwide service in the UK,
recent expansion has seen long term contracts with
machines placed abroad in Europe and Africa.
Our proactive approach to contract management has
ensured that the international side of the business
continues to grow.

we aim to deliver
98% operational
time from the
equipment we
place...
service you can trust, from people who care...

It was essential to find a company who could maximise operational time and minimise
inefficiency within our operation...
Operations Director, Power Generation

Articulated Dumptrucks
The majority of the dumptrucks in the fleet are manufactured
by Volvo Construction Equipment with the remainder
manufactured by Bell Equipment.
Volvo are the leading manufacturer in the ADT market and
have an after sales support, second to none. With 40 years
trading history between ourselves and Volvo CE, a long
standing relationship has seen mutual benefits that result in a
great service to our customers. Our standard specification for
dumptrucks includes white noise reverse alarms, tropical fuel
filters, green seat belt lights and fire extinguishers.
Machines on long-term contract are often modified to suit
individual site requirements. This includes such features as
having the body capacity increased for light materials,
special tyre combinations to reduce wear, heated body kits
fitted for cold environments and body liners for working with
abrasive material.

we specify the
right equipment
for the job and rent
machines with the
latest spec...
people who know...

SER’s experience and breadth of knowledge meant that they could specify more efficient
equipment, within the constraints of our budget...
Finance Director, UK Multi Site Contract

Wheeled Loading Shovels
We have a variety of wheeled loading shovels in the fleet with
around 50% being manufactured by Volvo and the remainder
a mix of CAT, Bell Equipment and Liebherr.
Wheeled loading shovels in our general rental fleet are
supplied to a high specification - often to quarrying
standard including such features as green seat belt lights,
reverse radar, reverse braking systems and weigh loaders.
Long-term rentals are catered for on an individual basis,
with some machines requiring additional corrosion
protection systems.
Most wheeled loading shovels in the fleet are fitted with a
hydraulically operated attachment bracket so that a variety of
attachments can be used. This makes them extremely
versatile as they can be used in many different applications.
There are a range of attachments available from general
purpose buckets through to high tip buckets - which can be
used for loading hoppers or bulk haulers. We also stock
standard and extended length forks for both the L120 and
L150 size quick hitch. These are rare to find in general rental
fleets and are ideally suited to railway projects or other
specialist applications.

we make the
process of renting
easier, quicker
and more
affordable for our
customers...
One call, One person, One quick solution...

Stevens Equipment Rental know their machines, allowing us to get on and use them.
Our drivers are happy to work with equipment they can trust...
Port Operations Manager

Short-Term Rental
The machines that we supply are manufactured by the
world's leading construction equipment companies such as
Volvo Construction Equipment, Caterpillar, Bell Equipment
and Liebherr.

In addition to wheeled loading shovels and articulated
dumptrucks we also have material handlers, dozers and
excavators engaged on long-term contracts.
Specialist Services

We buy machines from new and generally run them up to a
maximum of three years. This is so that the customer benefits
from the most reliable part of a machines life and
experiences high utilisation with reduced risk of downtime.

Certain environments or materials can be unique in their
challenge and standard equipment doesn’t always meet
this need. SER can design or modify equipment to solve
the issues facing your business.

The general rental fleet comes supplied to a high
specification so that many different sites, customers and
applications can be catered for. Machines employed on long
term contracts are customised to the clients requirements often with unique features such as greedy boards, fire
suppression or corrosion protection.

From structural work or unusual tyre configurations to
the application of specialist paint to protect machines
working with abrasive or corrosive materials. SER can
help achieve a machine specification that matches your
individual work environment.

Long-Term Rental

Often these bespoke solutions are supplied on long term
contracts meaning any additional costs involved in the
design and development can be spread across the full term
of the contract – removing any need for capital expenditure.

Many businesses choose to outsource their mobile plant
requirements so that they can focus on their core business.
Heavy construction equipment can constitute a large cost to
any business and by employing the expertise of SER to
supply and manage machines, clients can benefit from a
range of financial and operational benefits.
Around 50% of our fleet is currently engaged on long-term
fixed cost contracts where machines are supplied, serviced
and maintained by SER. This service solution ensures
maximum uptime to the client whilst removing risks such as
capital depreciation and disposal costs.

from wood
to waste, coal to
concrete, we
understand the
demands on our
machines...
in-depth industry knowledge...

Their knowledge and understanding of our industry reassured us that they could provide
the level of service we required...
Mobile Plant Manager, Waste Recycling

Sectors & Industries
The nature and diversity of our work is vast and covers many
different industrial sectors.
In addition to quarry work, the dumptrucks are often employed
on civil engineering projects that involve moving large volumes
of earth - such as new road or wind farm construction.
The wheeled loading shovels will also be found in quarrying
applications and also on any site involved with bulk handling of
materials - such as coal, woodchip, salt or waste.

Any rail track or engineering work that is undertaken is often
carried out over weekends using the specialist attachments
that are available for the wheeled loading shovels. In addition,
many long term contracts are located on sites that work 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
SER appreciate that our customers operate in different
environments and handle a wide range of materials.
These are often unique in their challenge and the team
are experienced to advise on supplying machines to any
application in any location.

How to contact us...
If you require any information about our services please don’t
hesitate to contact us.
Stevens Equipment Rental Limited
Causewayhead, Silloth,
Cumbria
CA7 4PE
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

+44 (0) 16973 31937
+44 (0) 16973 32381
info@serental.co.uk
www.serental.co.uk

